A novel method for fabricating ordered double layers porous anodic alumina (DL-PAA) with controllable nanopore size was presented. Highly ordered large pore layer with interpore distance of 480 nm was fabricated in phosphoric acid solution with oxalic acid addition at the potential of 195 V and the small pore layer was fabricated in oxalic acid solution at the potential from 60 to 100 V. Experimental results show that the thickness of large pore layer is linearly correlative with anodizing time, and pore diameter is linearly correlative with pore widening time. When the anodizing potential in oxalic acid solution was adjusted from 60 to 100 V, the small pore layers with continuously tunable interpore distance from 142 to 241 nm and pore density from $4.89 \times 10^9$ to $1.94 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-2}$ were obtained. And the interpore distance and the pore density of small pore layers are closely correlative with the anodizing potential. The fabricated DL-PAA templates can be widely utilized for fabrication of ordered nanomaterials, such as superhydrophobic or gecko-inspired adhesive materials and metal or semiconductor nanowires.

1. Introduction

Porous anodic alumina (PAA) as a versatile nanoscale template has been widely used in numerous applications such as synthesis of nanowires [1], nanotubes [2], and nanodots [3], magnetic recording media [4], energy storage [5], catalysis [6], and biomaterials [7, 8]. The porous structure of PAA is a key parameter to design and produce a broad range of nanostructures with exquisitely designed properties. The design and controlled synthesis of complex structure PAA including hierarchical, modulated, multilayer, funnel-like, and three-dimensional can promote the development of new nanostructure materials [9]. So far, several approaches, such as multistep anodization where the type of electrolyte or electrolyte concentration is changed after each step, varying the applied voltage or current during anodization or combining anodization and chemical etching, have made it possible to engineer the structure of PAA to produce a new generation of nanostructure with potential applications in functional materials [10]. To this end, Meng et al. [11] successfully fabricated multiply Y-branched pore structure by stepwise reduction of potential during the second step of anodization. They found that the number of branches ($n$) had a relationship with the anodizing voltage by a factor of $1/\sqrt{n}$ during the anodizing process. Lee and Kim [12] reported a pulse anodization for the preparation of PAA with pattern-addressed pore structure. Losic and Losic Jr. [13] demonstrated a cyclic anodization for fabricating three-dimensional PAA by combining cyclic anodization and chemical etching. For multilayer PAA, Ho et al. [14] reported the fabrication of multilayer three-dimensional PAA by sequentially stepping down the anodization potential while etching of the barrier layer is performed after each step. Santos et al. [15] fabricated hierarchical PAA templates by asymmetric two-step anodization with different geometric characteristics. However, the regularity of the multilayer PAA needs to be improved, and quantitative analysis of the pore size is also required.
In this paper, we present a novel method for fabricating ordered DL-PAA with a large pore layer and a small pore layer by three-step anodization. The large pore layer was fabricated by traditional two-step anodization in phosphoric acid with oxalic acid addition; the small pore layer was fabricated by third anodization in oxalic acid solution. The relationship of PAA thickness versus anodizing time and pore diameter versus pore widening time of large pore layer will be studied. The small pore layer with different interpore distance at corresponding anodizing potential will be discussed in detail. The limitation effect of the large pore layer on the formation of small pore layer also will be discussed. The obtained DL-PAA templates with different pore size have potential application in preparation of a broad range of ordered nanomaterials (such as superhydrophobic materials, gecko-inspired adhesive materials, and metal or semiconductor nanowires).

2. Methods

Highly pure aluminum sheets (99.999%, Beijing Research Institute of Nonferrous Metal and Rare-Earth Application, China) with a thickness of 0.2 mm were used as the starting materials. The aluminum sheets were degreased in acetone and washed in deionized water and the natural oxide layer was removed in 10 wt% NaOH for 10 minutes. The substrates were then electropolished in a 1:4 vol. mixture of perchloric acid and ethanol at the potential of 21 V, temperature of 0–3°C, time of 5 minutes.

The first step anodization was conducted at the potential of 195 V in 1 wt% phosphoric acid electrolyte with 0.03 M oxalic acid addition for 6 hours at 0–3°C. The reaction area was 1 cm². Subsequently, in order to obtain a highly ordered patterned Al surface, the sample was immersed into a mixture solution of H₃PO₄ (6%) and CrO₃ (18 g/L) at 60°C for 6 hours to remove the alumina membrane. The conditions of the second anodization (large pore layer) were the same as the first step except that anodizing time was 15 minutes. Then the sample was immersed in 5 wt% H₃PO₄ for 150 minutes for thinning the barrier layer and widening the pore at 30°C. The small pore layer was formed in third step anodization performed in 0.15 M oxalic acid at the potential from 60 to 100 V at 0–3°C. During all anodizations, electrolytes were rigorously stirred.

The morphology of PAA membranes was measured using a HITACHI S-4800 Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM). Image analyses of interpore distance, pore diameter, and oxide thickness were done with image analysis employing the IMAGEJ software.

3. Results and Discussion

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the top and bottom FE-SEM images of PAA fabricated in 1 wt% H₃PO₄ electrolyte at 170 V with inferior order; when the potential exceeds 170 V, the PAA film would burn or break down due to a large amount of joule heat released from the anodization. By using phosphoric/oxalic acid mixed solution as anodizing electrolyte, our team has successfully fabricated highly ordered PAA with continuously tunable interpore distance from 300 to 500 nm in phosphoric/oxalic acid mixed electrolyte [16]. Here 0.03 M H₂C₂O₄ addition in 1 wt% H₃PO₄ was utilized for fabricating highly ordered PAA template with interpore distance of 480 nm at the potential of 195 V. And Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show the top and bottom FE-SEM images of highly ordered PAA performed in the condition mentioned above. The Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) images are also noticed. For the PAA
fabricated in 1 wt% H$_3$PO$_4$ at 170 V, the dots in the FFT image are not so distinct suggesting a deterioration of the pore arrangement. For the PAA fabricated in 1 wt% H$_3$PO$_4$/0.03 M H$_2$C$_2$O$_4$ at 195 V, the FFT images have distinct dots at the edges of the hexagon, conforming good arrangement of the nanopores [17]. Next, we will use the above parameters (1 wt% H$_3$PO$_4$/0.03 M oxalic acid mixed solution and 195 V anodizing potential) for fabricating the large pore layer of DL-PAA.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the curves of pore diameter of large pore layer versus pore widening time and thickness of large pore layer versus anodizing time, respectively. Strong linear correlation is between pore diameter and pore widening time and between thickness and anodizing time; their correlation coefficients are all over 0.99. Therefore, we can freely control the pore diameter and thickness of large pore layer of DL-PAA by adjusting pore widening time and anodizing time according to experimental design. However, to observe clearly the top large pore layer and the bottom small pore layer of DL-PAA simultaneously, the anodizing time of large pore layer was determined for 15 minutes.

After large pore layer of DL-PAA was fabricated, the small pore layer needs to be fabricated in oxalic acid solution. However, before fabricating small pore layer of DL-PAA, the barrier layer of large pore must be thinned (also a pore widening process), because high anodizing potential for fabricating large pore layer will make the barrier thicker and block subsequent anodization reaction in oxalic acid solution under low electric field condition. Figure 3 shows the top, bottom, and cross section FE-SEM images of the DL-PAA with the same large pore size and different small pore size. The large pore layers of DL-PAA in Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(c), 3(d), and 3(e) were fabricated in 1 wt% phosphoric acid/0.03 M oxalic acid mixed electrolyte, at 0–3°C and 195 V for 15 minutes, and pores were widened in 5 wt% phosphoric acid for 150 minutes. The bottom layers of small pore layer of DL-PAA films are shown in Figures 3(a’), 3(b’), 3(c’), 3(d’), and 3(e’); small pore layers were fabricated in 0.15 M oxalic acid at 0–3°C for 30 minutes at anodizing potential from 60 to 100 V with 10 V interval. The interpore distance of small pore layer is from 142 to 241 nm. Previous studies indicated that interpore distance of PAA achieved under ordinary mild anodization (MA) and hard anodization (HA) depends linearly on anodizing potential with a proportional constant of $\xi_{\text{MA}} = 2.5 \text{ nm V}^{-1}$ and $\xi_{\text{HA}} = 2.0 \text{ nm V}^{-1}$, respectively [18, 19]. The proportional constant of small pore layer is 2.22 nm V$^{-1}$ (Figure 4), which is between MA and HA. This is largely attributed to the limitation of the large pore layer; the large barrier layer curvature of the large pore imposes restriction on the small pore rearrangement. Figures 3(a’), 3(b’), 3(c’), 3(d’), and 3(e’) show the cross section of DL-PAA. One can see that small pore layer continued growing on the basis of the large pore layer, and double layer structure was formed. Notably, some small pore was not vertically downward but was in a direction perpendicular to the curvature of the barrier layer. The limitation effect of the first layer with large curvature of the barrier layer weakens with the anodizing potential increases in the process of fabricating small pore layer. Figure 4 also shows the relationship between thickness of the small pore layer and anodizing potential. For a given duration of anodizing time (30 minutes), the thickness of the small pore layer increases with increasing current density and consequently with increasing potential. Therefore, with the increasing potential, an exponential increase of oxide thickness of the small pore layer is observed.

For ideally ordered porous PAA, pore density $n$ was defined as the total number of pores occupying the surfaces area of 1 cm$^2$ as expressed by the following equation [20]:

$$n = \left( \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}D_{\text{int}}} \right) \times 10^{14} \text{ cm}^{-2},$$

where $n$ denotes pore density and $D_{\text{int}}$ denotes interpore distance. Due to the fact that interpore distance has linear relationship with anodizing potential, as can be expected,
Figure 3: Top, bottom, and cross section FE-SEM images of DL-PAA with small pore layer fabricated at the potential of (a, a', a'') 60 V, (b, b', b'') 70 V, (c, c', c'') 80 V, (d, d', d'') 90 V, and (e, e', e'') 100 V.
Table 1: Structure parameters of small pore layer formed by three-step anodization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential (V)</th>
<th>Interpore distance (nm)</th>
<th>Oxide thickness (µm)</th>
<th>Pore density measured ((10^9/cm^2))</th>
<th>Pore density theoretical ((10^9/cm^2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>5.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>14.08</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>26.23</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Curves of interpore distance and oxide thickness versus third anodizing potential of the small pore layer.

Figure 5: Curves of pore density versus potential of small pore layer.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have presented a novel method for fabricating ordered DL-PAA with controllable pore size in phosphoric/oxalic acid solution and oxalic acid solution. The addition of oxalic acid in phosphoric acid solution can improve the anodizing potential and obviously improve the regularity of PAA. Highly ordered large pore PAA with interpore distance of 480 nm was successfully fabricated. It was found that pore diameter of large pore layer has a linear relationship with pore widening time, and the oxide thickness has a linear relationship with anodizing time. After the barrier layer thinning process of large pore layer, DL-PAA films were obtained by performing in oxalic acid solution at the potential from 60 to 100 V with interpore distance of small pore layer from 142 to 241 nm and pore density from \(1.94 \times 10^9\) to \(4.89 \times 10^9\) \(cm^{-2}\). The interpore distance of small pore layer is linearly correlated with anodizing potential, and oxide thickness has exponential function relationship with anodizing potential.
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